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Jackie, strong character 

Design Sebastiano Zilio  
 

Named for the inspirational American Icon, “Jackie” is a 

new table in Kreoo living collection - A tribute to the 

United States of America, which proposes itself as a 

piece of furniture with a strong character, where marble 

is, as always, the protagonist.   

 

The Jackie design is proposed in the finest, precious 

marbles. Characterized by strong veins, such as dark Sky Onyx, Blue Sodalite, White Onyx, 

Calacatta Gold, Nero Portoro and Emerald Green, Jackie is fabricated with a glossy finish, 

but is also available in matte. 

 

A work of art in itself, the table top is carved from a single marble slab and configured 

by the intersection of three geometric elements, sinuous and circular. 

Marble is cut according to the metal profile of the table, which elegantly bisects the veining 

of the marble, generating new shapes, similar to rice grains, or flower’s petals.  

 

Like the most valuable paintings, Jackie is crowned with a distinctive perimeter frame. 

A play of geometry’s intersections and contrasting materials, which enhance the pure 

beauty of the marble. 

 

The profile is made of opaque, golden, rosé or bronzed brass. The marble is selected from 

any of the vast Kreoo collection, for contemporary or unusual color variations. 

 

This elegant table is complimented by the table “John”. In contrast to the rounded, elegant 

Jackie, John is composed of squared elements. John’s top can be formed from a single slab 

as in Jackie, or from different types and colors of marble, creating a game of contrasts, 

generating almost endless compositional possibilities.  

 

Image caption: Jackie coffee table with top in Dark Sky Onyx and profile in opaque brass.  

 

  PRODUCT DETAIL 

Name: Jackie 

Company: Kreoo 

Design: Sebastiano Zilio 

Short Description: Jackie is a new table in Kreoo living collection, which is configured by 

the intersection of three geometric elements, sinuous and circular. A single marble slab, cut 

according to the metal profile, elegantly defines the veining of the marble, generating new 

shapes, similar to rice grains, or flower’s petals.  

Materials: All marbles in Kreoo’s collections. Profile in opaque, golden, rosé or bronzed 

brass. 

Finishes: Polished finish. Honed (matte) available upon request. 

Size:  cm 125 x 125 h 30 cm 
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